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Setup for SPG Simulation
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 Exactly same input as FEM, except the section definition
 However, applicable to solid elements only
 Tetrahedron, pentahedron, hexahedron.

 Use *SECTION_SOLID_SPG to flag an SPG calculation
 Same material models as for FEM can be used



Parameters for *SECTION_SOLID_SPG (1)

 ELFORM: element formulation
 Default: 47
 As long as _SPG is used, ELFORM will be set to 47 internally
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Parameters for *SECTION_SOLID_SPG (2)

 DX, DY, DZ: normalized support sizes in x-, y-, z-directions
 Normalized to the maximum edge length in all elements 

containing the node in each direction
 Default 1.5 for KERNEL=2 for high velocity deformations
 Default 1.6 for KERNEL=0 for tension dominate problems
 Default 1.8 for KERNEL=1 for manufacturing problems or ITB=3

 ISPLINE: type of kernel function
 =0: cubic Spline (default)
 =1: quadratic Spline
 =2: cubic Spline with circular support
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Parameters for *SECTION_SOLID_SPG (3)
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 KERNEL: kernel support updating scheme
 =0: updated Lagrangian

 Failure and non-failure analysis, small and large deformation (Tension, metal blanking, riveting)

 =1: Eulerian
 Failure analysis, large & extreme deformation, global response (Metal machining, FDS, riveting, implosion)

 =2: semi-pseudo Lagrangian
 Failure analysis, extreme deformation, local response (Impact penetration, metal grinding)

Kernel Material Major application

Updated Lagrangian Metal Tension-dominated

Eulerian Metal, Composite, Solid fluid Shear failure

Semi−pseudo Concrete, Composite, Metal Shear failure



Meshfree Kernel Update Schemes
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Total Lagrangian:
Neighbors defined on initial 
configuration, no update.
Accurate!

Updated Lagrangian:
Use deformed support to search 
neighbor particles on deformed 
configuration.

Pseudo Lagrangian:
Neighbors defined on initial 
configuration, but might be 
lessened due to bond break.
Efficient and stable!

Initial

Eulerian:
Use undeformed support to 
search neighbor particles on 
deformed configuration.

Meshfree support:
The compact region that 
the kernel function is 
NOT zero!



Parameters for *SECTION_SOLID_SPG (4)
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 LSCALE: length scale for displacement regularization
 Not available yet

 SMSTEP: interval of time steps to perform kernel support updating
 Default 30 when KERNEL=2 for local response such as impact penetration and metal machining
 Default 15 when KERNEL=0 for tension dominate failure analysis
 Default 5 when KERNEL=1 for global responses drilling, riveting, blanking, etc.

 SWTIME: time to switch from updated Lagrangian kernel to Eulerian kernel
 Not available yet



Parameters for *SECTION_SOLID_SPG (5)

 IDAM: option of damage mechanism
 =1: (default) phenomenological strain damage (effective plastic strain)
 =2: maximum principal stress
 =3: maximum shear strain
 =4: minimum principal strain
 =5: effective plastic strain + maximum shear strain

 FS: critical value of the quantity defined by IDAM for bond failure triggering
 Critical effect plastic strain, maximum shear strain, principal stress, etc.
 Default 1.0e+10, which means non failure analysis will be performed
 For mat3 and mat24, FS on material cards overwrites this value

 STRETCH: stretching parameter
 Relative deformation (stretching or compression ratio) between the two nodes forming the bond
 For mat3 and mat24, the default is 1.0+0.4*FS
 For concrete with mat72, 84, 96, 111, 159, 272, and 273, the default is 1.01 8



List of Bond Failure Criteria

IDAM Criteria FS STRETCH Remarks

1 Effective plastic 
strain

Critical plastic 
strain

Relative
stretching Tension dominant

2 First principal 
stress Critical stress Relative

stretching Tension dominant

3 Maximum shear 
strain Critical strain Stretching or  

compression Shear dominant

4 Third principal
strain Critical strain Stretching or 

compression Compression dominant

5 Plastic strain + 
max shear

Critical plastic 
strain

Maximum 
shear strain Shear dominant
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Actual Variable Defined by Material Law for 
Metals when IDAM=1

 Mostly, it is effective plastic strain, if the material law calculates it
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Material Law Variable Range

*MAT_003, *MAT_024, etc Effective plastic strain [0,+∞]

*MAT_015
*MAT_JOHNSON_COOK

Effective plastic strain if JC 
damage law is not activated [0,+∞]

Damage, if JC damage law is 
activated [0,1]

*MAT_224
*MAT_TABULATED_JOHNSON_COOK

Accumulated ratio of plastic 
strain to plastic failure strain [0,1]

*MAT_260A
*MAT_STOUGHTON_NON
_ASSOCIATED_FLOW[_XUE]

Modified effective plastic 
strain (according to Xue-
Wierzbicki model)

[0,1]



Actual Variable Defined by Material Law for 
Concrete when IDAM=1
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Material Law Variable Range

*MAT_072r3
*MAT_CONCRETE_DAMAGE_REL3 Modified effective plastic strain [0,2]

*MAT_159
*MAT_CSCM Damage [0,1]

*MAT_272
*MAT_RHT Damage [0,1]

*MAT_273, *MAT_CDPM
*MAT_CONCRETE_DAMAGE_PLASTICI
TY_MODEL

Maximum of tensile and 
compressive damage

[0,1]



SPG Formulations:
Bond Failure Mechanism
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Ø2(x1)=0
Ø2(x3)≠0
Ø1(x2)=0
ØI(x4) ≠ 0

δ could be:
Effective plastic strain
First principal stress
Maximum shear strain
Third principal strain

STRETCH

FS



SPG Failure vs FEM Failure

FEM Failure SPG Failure

Criteria
Effective plastic strain
Add erosion
Mesh dependent

Effective plastic strain
Add erosion
Insignificant discretization dependence

Upon failure Zero stress
Possible element deletion

Regular stress – strain evolution
Bond failure without element erosion

Momentum Not conserved Conserved

Mass Might not conserved Conserved

Force Under estimated Physical
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Additional Bond Failure Criteria

 Const(2): minimum pressure at failure
 Const(4): effective stress at failure

 If <0, define strain rate sensitive critical stresses on a load curve  with ID of abs(const(4))

 Const(5): first principal strain at failure
 If <0, input strain rate sensitive critical strain on a load curve with ID of abs(const(5))

 Const(10): maximum pressure at failure
 Const(12): effective strain at failure

 Must be positive since effective plastic strain criterion is defined with IDAM=0

 Const(13): volumetric strain at failure
 If *MAT_ADD_EROSION is defined, IDAM on *SECTION_SOLID_SPG is ignored

 Const(*) is used as FS, and STRETCH is still used

 Searched according to const ID, stopped as long as one criterion is found
 Const(2) has the highest priority, const(13) has the least priority 14



GISSMO Damage for Bond Failure

 Exactly same input as for FEM
 Refer to keyword manual for the explanation

 The critical value of damage for SPG bond failure is input as FS on SPG cards
 Between 0 and 1.0 and the default is 1.0

 Damage evolution according to GISSMO damage law
 SPG bond failure occurs when critical damage is reached
 If GISSMO damage is defined, IDAM on *SECTION_SOLID_SPG is ignored

 FS will be used as the critical damage, “STRETCH” is NOT used

 To view the damage variable, define NEIPH and NEIPS in *DATABASE_EXTENT_BINARY
 In d3hsp, search “first damage history variable ND   =“ to locate the sequence of the damage 

variable in the list of extra history variables 15



Parameters for *SECTION_SOLID_SPG(6)

 ITB: stabilization indicator
 =1: fluid particle approximation (accurate but slow)

 Usually used with KERNEL=0 or 1 for metal blanking, cutting, drilling, FDS, riveting, implosion
 =2: simplified fluid particle approximation (efficient and robust)

 Usually used with KERNEL=2 for impact penetration (debris forming) problems
 =3: momentum consistent SPG formulation

 For tension dominant problems
 For coupled thermal mechanical SPG analysis

 Default setup 
 If KERNEL=0 or 1, then ITB=1
 If KERNEL=2, then ITB=2
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Parameters for *SECTION_SOLID_SPG (7)

 ISC: self contact indicator
 =0: self contact is NOT considered
 >0: self contact is included

 Usually taken as the Young’s modulus of the material
 It is very important for impact penetration analysis
 To avoid self-penetration and material fusion
 However, SMP only
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To Display SPG Particles as Sphere in LSPP
In Classic View (Use F11 to Switch)
 Click “Appear”, then select “Sphere+Shrn”, then click the target part (use 

F11 to switch between classic and modern view)
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To Adjust Sphere/Particle Size
In Classic View (Use F11 to Switch)
 Click “Setting”, select “SPH/Particle”, change “SPH Radius Scale”, make 

sure “Style” is “smooth”, then click “Apply”
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Radius scale for this is 1.0Radius scale for this is 0.5



To Display SPG Particles as Sphere in LSPP
In Modern View (Use F11 to Switch)
 Click “Model and Part”, then click “Appearance”, select “Sphere+Shrn” in 

the pop-up window, then click the target part
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To Adjust Sphere/Particle Size
In Modern View (Use F11 to Switch)
 Click “Settings” on Main Menu, select “General Settings”, select 

“SPH/Particle” on pop-up window, change “Radius Scale”, make sure 
“Style” is “smooth”, then click “Apply”
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Radius scale for this is 1.0 Radius scale for this is 0.5


